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clinical laboratory technologists also known as medical
laboratory scientists and clinical laboratory technicians also
known as medical laboratory technicians perform medical
laboratory tests for the diagnosis treatment and prevention of
disease lab technicians perform tests on various specimens
needed for diagnosing and treating diseases and medical
conditions they collect samples from patients analyze blood
tissue and urine 1 complete your high school or ged certificate
the first step to becoming a lab tech is earning your high school
diploma or an equivalent ged certificate make sure you fulfill
requirements in math and science classes since you ll need them
later 2 earn another degree training to become a lab technician
involves both theoretical studies and hands on lab experiences
the curriculum includes courses in anatomy physiology chemistry
computer literacy job hunting skills and an array of specialized
lab methodologies browse jobs home allied health career guide
lab tech what is a lab tech a laboratory technician otherwise
known as a lab tech is a medical professional who works in a
laboratory studying and testing samples from patients these
samples may include blood urine cell and tissue specimens
clinical laboratory technicians are trained to act as investigators
finding clues and uncovering answers that can help patients
receive better diagnoses and treatment medical laboratory
technicians work behind the scenes on important research for
advancements in the medical field to help others



clinical laboratory technologists and
technicians May 03 2024
clinical laboratory technologists also known as medical
laboratory scientists and clinical laboratory technicians also
known as medical laboratory technicians perform medical
laboratory tests for the diagnosis treatment and prevention of
disease

how to become a lab technician
qualifications and job Apr 02 2024
lab technicians perform tests on various specimens needed for
diagnosing and treating diseases and medical conditions they
collect samples from patients analyze blood tissue and urine

how to become a lab tech certification
salary duties Mar 01 2024
1 complete your high school or ged certificate the first step to
becoming a lab tech is earning your high school diploma or an
equivalent ged certificate make sure you fulfill requirements in
math and science classes since you ll need them later 2 earn
another degree

how to become a laboratory technician
bestcolleges Jan 31 2024
training to become a lab technician involves both theoretical
studies and hands on lab experiences the curriculum includes
courses in anatomy physiology chemistry computer literacy job
hunting skills and an array of specialized lab methodologies



lab tech career guide Dec 30 2023
browse jobs home allied health career guide lab tech what is a
lab tech a laboratory technician otherwise known as a lab tech is
a medical professional who works in a laboratory studying and
testing samples from patients these samples may include blood
urine cell and tissue specimens

what is a medical laboratory technician
and how to become Nov 28 2023
clinical laboratory technicians are trained to act as investigators
finding clues and uncovering answers that can help patients
receive better diagnoses and treatment medical laboratory
technicians work behind the scenes on important research for
advancements in the medical field to help others
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